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PRESENTATION 

The ARGOSIA mission system is a versatile, multi-operator and mul-
ti-console solution, tailored to the customer’s requirements. AR-
GOSIA benefits from an optimized approach built around the use of 
advanced technologies to ensure the following functions:  

− Displaying sensor data in real-time on video screens, from: EO / 
IR, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) or surveillance radar, and 
electronic intelligence gathering (SIGINT, COMINT, etc.) 

− Comprehensive situational overview by integrating the following 
into a single GIS: mission planning information, sensor infor-
mation, data from data links, information exchanged between 
system operators  

− Data storage: broadband video, radar and ESM paths, radar im-
aging, situation monitoring   

− Communication interface with LOS or BLOS data links including 
tactical data links (Link 11, Link 16, Link 22 or other specific 
links.) 

 
ARGOSIA allows operators to share a common tactical vision using 
the intercom audio system, an interactive event timeline and infor-
mation from the sensors. 

MARKETS 

AeronauticsAeronauticsAeronauticsAeronautics: : : : aircraft manufacturers  
DefenceDefenceDefenceDefence: : : : government agencies, militaries, and intelligence services  
IndustriesIndustriesIndustriesIndustries: : : : sensors suppliers  

MULTIPLE CONFIGURATIONS  

ARGOSIA is a fully scalable solution starting with “ARGOSIA LITE”, 
for smaller platforms, moving up to “ARGOSIA CONTROL”, which is 
able to take on the more demanding requirements and needs of 
heavy airborne platforms.  
The main subsystems available are: 

− ARGOSIA LITEARGOSIA LITEARGOSIA LITEARGOSIA LITE: EO / IR sensors     
− ARGOSIA SURVEYARGOSIA SURVEYARGOSIA SURVEYARGOSIA SURVEY:    

• Electromagnetic listening systems: direction finder, communica-
tion interception, etc 

• RADAR systems: SAR GMTI, maritime surveillance  
− ARGOSIA CONTROLARGOSIA CONTROLARGOSIA CONTROLARGOSIA CONTROL: : : : combining the sensors with communication and 

data link solutions including all the VHF / UHF means available on the 
market, up to the extreme high frequency of SATCOM. 



   ARGOSIA 

ADAPTING TO NEEDS 

EQUIPMENT POSSIBILITIES AND OPTIONS 

SERVICES 

− Training 
− International support 

− FULL HD display and recording controls FULL HD display and recording controls FULL HD display and recording controls FULL HD display and recording controls (H.264 or JPG2000) for the high-
end C3ISTAR systems 

− UAV solution: UAV solution: UAV solution: UAV solution: The same technological components can be reused to con-
struct a solution for UAVs: mission computer for the collection of on-board 
information, data link for transfer to the ground, ground treatment and 
display station. 

− Training simulator: Training simulator: Training simulator: Training simulator: To facilitate ARGOSIA’s implementation and operator 
training, NEXEYA offers a simulation solution. This simulator meets user 
requirements in terms of complexity and scenario evolution. It combines a 
comprehensive range of basic level training, such as for EO / IR sensor 
control, up to the immersive interactive multi-operator training system, 
which includes a multi-parameter scenario. This simulator is based on the 
VB2/3 battlefield simulation system designed by BOHEMIA INTERACTIVE. 

The functions available in your Software suite are 
adapted according to your operational needs, for 
example: “pattern” search function for maritime 
surveillance; 3D intervisibility function for air-
land surveillance. 
A special effort has been made for the system’s  
ergonomics: each HMI is designed for use by  
operational staff in crisis situations. The functions  
are quickly and easily accessible via the HMI with 
out searching through sub-menus. The information’s 
layout is predefined according to the context of use,  
allowing for rapid reconfiguration of the workstation. 
With its open architecture, ARGOSIA allows easy adaptation to  
current and future requirements. 
ARGOSIA is available as an equipment kit for integration into an  
aircraft by the user , or as a palletized turnkey solution called "Roll In - 
Roll Out" for cargo aircraft.  


